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Abstract.
Background: Previous studies reported skin phosphorylated ␣-synuclein (p-syn) deposits in Parkinson’s disease (PD) patients
but not in patients with parkinsonism due to tauopathies, although data on the latter are limited.
Objective: We aimed to assess the presence of skin p-syn deposits in patients with clinical diagnosis of parkinsonism usually
due to tauopathy and PD.
Methods: We consecutively recruited 26 patients, 18 fulfilling clinical diagnostic criteria of progressive supranuclear palsy
(PSP) and 8 of corticobasal syndrome (CBS), 26 patients with PD, and 26 healthy controls (HC). All subjects underwent
skin biopsy to study p-syn deposits in skin nerves by immunofluorescence.
Results: Skin p-syn deposits were present in only two of the PSP/CBS patients and none of the HC. Conversely, all PD
patients showed p-syn deposition (p < 0.001, Chi-square). The two p-syn positive patients were diagnosed with PSP and
CBS, respectively. Although clinical and MRI findings supported these diagnoses, both patients had some atypical features
more typical of synucleinopathies.
Conclusion: The detection of skin p-syn deposits may help in the differential diagnosis of parkinsonism. Indeed, in this
study, all PD patients and only two out of 26 with a clinical diagnosis of PSP/CBS had skin p-syn deposits. Furthermore,
these two patients showed clinical features that could suggest an atypical synucleinopathy presentation or a mixed pathology.
Keywords: Alpha-synuclein, biomarker, corticobasal syndrome, Parkinson’s disease, parkinsonism, progressive supranuclear
paly, skin biopsy
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The accumulation and aggregation of one or more
misfolded proteins are the common features of many
neurodegenerative disorders, each one characterized
by a predominant aggregated protein which represents the pathological hallmark of the disease. Idiopathic Parkinson’s disease (PD) is characterized by
the presence of neuronal deposits of phosphorylated
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␣-synuclein (p-syn) that in the brain aggregate into
Lewy bodies [1]. Currently, the diagnosis of PD
is based on consensus clinical criteria [2]. However, the cardinal parkinsonian symptoms are shared
with other synucleinopathies, as well as with atypical parkinsonism, including progressive supranuclear
palsy (PSP) and corticobasal syndrome (CBS).
Despite the clinical overlap with PD, PSP is pathologically characterized by 4-repeat tau deposits, mainly
in the basal ganglia, brainstem, and cerebellum [3],
whereas CBS is a clinical syndrome with a heterogeneous underlying neuropathology, represented
mainly by tauopathies but also synucleinopathies
[4, 5]. Neuropathological studies showed that most
of the cases misdiagnosed as PD are PSP [6–11].
Early differentiation and accurate in vivo diagnosis
are important for adequate clinical management and
patients’ care as well as recruitment in clinical trials
of potential disease-modifying therapies. Therefore,
there is an urgent need of reliable markers helping
the differential diagnosis among the various parkinsonism subtypes.
Our aim here was to investigate the presence of
cutaneous p-syn deposits in patients with clinical
diagnosis of parkinsonism usually due to tauopathy,
i.e., progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP) and corticobasal syndrome (CBS), and to explore the potential
utility of this approach in supporting the clinical
diagnosis.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study population
We recruited patients fulfilling the clinical diagnostic criteria for PSP [12], CBS [13], and PD [2]
from May 2014 to April 2017 at the Bellaria Hospital of Bologna. All subjects underwent a general and
neurological history collection and a detailed neurologic examination. Parkinsonian symptoms severity
was rated by UPDRS part III and the stage by the
Hoehn and Yahr (H&Y) scale during the off stage.
Twenty-six healthy individuals were included as
controls. Three PD patients [14] and 25 controls had
been previously included in other studies [15, 16]. PD
patients were selected from our local database based
on high diagnostic accuracy (e.g., fulfilling clinical
diagnosis and specific diagnostic tests) to match the
number of PSP/CBS patients group. Controls were
collected in the context of a broader study on skin
biopsy in patients with different neurodegenerative
disorders.

The procedures used were approved by the local
Human Ethics Committee. According to the Declaration of Helsinki, all subjects gave their written
informed consent to the study.
Skin phosphorylated-synuclein deposits
Punch biopsies (3 mm) were taken from proximal
and distal hairy skin sites. Two samples were taken
in each skin site 3–4 cm away, to increase the diagnostic accuracy of p-syn deposits [17]. The proximal
site included the cervical C7 paravertebral area (close
to the spinal ganglia), whereas distal sites were the
thigh (15 cm above the patella) and distal leg (10 cm
above the lateral malleolus). As previously described
[18], skin samples were immediately fixed overnight
in cold Zamboni’s fixative and sections cut at 10-m
thickness using a cryostat (HM550, Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA).
Skin sections were double-immunostained overnight with a panel of primary antibodies including rabbit monoclonal p-syn at Ser 129 (p-syn;
1 : 500, Abcam, cat. num. ab-51253) or mouse psyn (1 : 4000, BioLegend, San Diego, CA, cat. no.
825701), mouse or rabbit PGP. Sections were then
washed and further incubated with secondary antibodies (i.e., anti-mouse Alexa Fluor(R) 488 or
rabbit cyanine dye fluorophores 3.18) for 1 h at
room temperature. Sections were washed and coverslips mounted using fluorescent mounting media.
Three skin sections were analyzed for each sample (6 sections for each skin site). Sections were
initially viewed and analyzed under a Zeiss fluorescent microscope. The correspondence between
p-syn and PGP staining helped to verify the intraneuronal deposits excluding possible non-specific
staining and background signal. This analysis showing a high intra-laboratory reproducibility [19] was
made blindly to the subjects’ status. An operator
(AI), blinded to the diagnosis, assigned to each
patient samples a code that was used through the
skin biopsy analysis phase. P-syn staining was evaluated in each skin sample at high magnification (40X).
For 3D colocalization analysis of p-syn with PGP,
digital images were acquired using a laser-scanning
confocal microscope (Leica DMIRE 2, TCS SL,
Leica Microsystems, Heidelberg, Germany). Each
image was collected in successive frames of 1–2-m
increments on a Z-stack plan at the appropriate wavelengths for the fluorophores coupled with secondary
antibodies with a 20X or 40X plan apochromat objective and subsequently projected to obtain a double
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Table 1
Demographic and clinical data of patients and controls
Subjects

Total

M/F

Age at
biopsy (y)
(mean ± SD)

Disease
duration (y)
(mean ± SD)

UPDRS part III
(mean ± SD)

H&Y stage,
median
(range)

PSP/CBS
PD
Controls

26 (PSP = 18; CBS = 8)
26
26

8/18
8/18
17/9
p = 0.008∗
(χ2 )

70.9 ± 5.5
71.7 ± 7.6
67 ± 10.9
p = 0.07
(ANOVA)

3 ± 2.3
5.2 ± 4.8
/
p = 0.106
(M-W test)

35.5 ± 10.4
27.7 ± 10.8
/
p = 0.02∗
(M-W test)

3 (2–5)
2.25 (1.5–4)
/
p = 0.005∗
(M-W test)

CBS, corticobasal syndrome; F, female; M, male; M-W, Mann-Whitney test; PD, Parkinson’s disease; PSP, progressive supranuclear Palsy;
y, years. ∗ significant value.

stained 3D digital image using a computerized system
(LCS lite, Leica Microsystems).
Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS
24.0 for Windows. For the analysis of categorical variables (sex), we used Chi-square test. For
the analysis of continuous variables, we used
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test to verify the normal distribution of the data and to choose between parametric
or non-parametric tests. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used for age. Mann–Whitney
U-test was used to compare disease duration, UPDRS
and H&Y values. For all analyses, significance was
assumed for corrected p < 0.05.
RESULTS
Clinical data
We included 52 patients (16 M, 36 F). Among
them, 18 fulfilled clinical diagnostic criteria of PSP
and 8 of CBS, and 26 patients were diagnosed with
PD. Demographics and clinical data are summarized in Table 1. Gender distribution was different
between groups, with female predominance in the
patient group and male predominance in the control group (p = 0.008, Chi-square). No significant
difference was found in age distribution among
groups (p = 0.07, ANOVA). Disease duration was
similar between PSP/CBS and PD patients, but
PSP/CBS cases showed higher scores at UPDRS part
III (p = 0.02, Mann-Whitney test) and H&Y stage
(p = 0.005, Mann-Whitney test) compared to PD.
Skin phosphorylated-synuclein deposits
Irrespectively of the skin biopsy site, skin p-syn
deposits were present in only two of the PSP/CBS
patients and none of the HC. Conversely, all PD

patients showed p-syn deposition in at least one skin
sample in at least one site. Specifically, 9 (34.6%)
patients were positive in all the three explored sites,
8 (30.7%) were positive in at least 2 (6 at C7 and thigh
and 2 at C7 and at the leg) and 9 (34.6%) in at least
one (5 only at C7, 3 only at the leg and 1 only at the
thigh). Deposits were mostly located in skin autonomic nerves around annexes and/or around blood
vessels (Fig. 1) (p < 0.001, Chi-square).
We further evaluated the distribution of the
deposits in each skin site and the concordance
between the findings in the two samples collected
at each site to investigate if one site was more commonly positive than others and if the analysis of two
samples per site increased the sensitivity of the analysis. In the PD group, positive concordant results (i.e.,
presence of p-syn deposits) between the two samples collected at each site, ensuring a positive finding
also when analyzing a single sample, were observed
in only 5 cases (19.2%) at the leg, 4 (15.4%) at the
thigh, and 12 (46.1%) at C7 (Fig. 2A). Discordant
results were observed in 9 cases (34.6%) at the leg, 12
(46.1%) at the thigh and 10 (38.4%) at C7. Therefore,
the analysis of two samples increased the sensitivity
of the analysis from 19.2% to 53.8% for the leg site,
from 15.4% to 61.5% for the thigh and from 46.1% to
84.5% for the cervical area. In the PSP/CBS group,
one patient showed the presence of p-syn deposits
in both the cervical skin samples and the other one
in both thigh samples and only one of the cervical
samples. In this case, the analysis of a second skin
sample did not change the sensitivity of the analysis
at the leg or at the thigh whereas increased it from
3.8% to 7.7% at the cervical site (Fig. 2B).
Among the two p-syn positive patients in the
tauopathies group, one was diagnosed with PSP and
the other with CBS. Although clinical and MRI findings supported these diagnoses, both patients had
some atypical features for PSP/CBS and more typical
of synucleinopathies.
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Fig. 1. Confocal microscope study of p-syn deposits in a dermal arteriole of a patient with Parkinson disease (A) and in the patient with
CBS (B). In both cases, most of the PGP9.5-stained fibers demonstrate the presence of p-syn as neuritic inclusions (arrowheads) shown by
the merged image (scalebar 50 M).

Fig. 2. Concordance of p-syn deposition in two adjacent skin samples at each site in PD (A) and in PSP/CBS (B) patients. The analysis of
two samples increased the sensitivity of the analysis.

The PSP patient was an 84-year-old man with a
2-year history of gait impairment, upper limb motor
clumsiness and postural instability, leading to several
falls. Neurological examination showed supranuclear
ophthalmoplegia, hypomimia, bradykinesia prevalent on the left side, limbs rigidity, jerky bilateral
hands tremor and postural instability. Brain MRI
showed mesencephalon atrophy.
Amantadine therapy improved his symptoms;
therefore, he was started on low-dose L-dopa, upon
which he developed visual hallucinations and orthostatic hypotension requiring the withdrawal of this
therapy.
The CBS patient was a 70-year-old woman,
with a 3-year history of limb bradykinesia and

dystonia prevalent in the right side associated with
limb apraxia. Brain MRI detected bilateral parietal cortical atrophy, mainly in the left side, and
18 F-fluorodeoxyglucose PET showed left parietal
hypometabolism. She had a slow parkinsonism progression, a moderate response to levodopa treatment,
and orthostatic hypotension; cardiac denervation
was documented by 123I-meta-iodobenzylguanidine
myocardial scintigraphy [20].

DISCUSSION
In this study, we investigated the presence of p-syn
deposits in the skin samples of patients with clinically
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similar but neuropathologically different conditions,
PD and PSP/CBD. In our cohort, all PD patients
had skin p-syn deposits versus only 7.7% (2/26) of
patients with a clinical diagnosis of PSP/CBS and
none of the controls, confirming that the detection
of skin p-syn deposits may help in the differential
diagnosis of parkinsonism. Also, we showed that the
analysis of two adjacent skin samples increases the
sensitivity of detecting p-syn in skin nerves.
Recently, we [15, 21–24] and others [25] demonstrated the utility of skin nerve phosphorylated-␣synuclein (p-syn) deposits as a diagnostic marker for
PD in vivo. A recent metanalysis confirmed the reliability of this biomarker, however, the majority of
the studies compared PD with healthy controls (HC)
or with patients with other synucleinopathies [26].
Only few studies, on small samples, included patients
with atypical parkinsonism due to tauopathy [21, 24,
27, 28].
In two previous studies, we included a small proportion of patients with tauopathies, none of them
showing p-syn deposits [21, 24]. Another study found
the same results in a group of 15 patients [24].
Rodrı́guez-Leyva et al. [27] investigated the presence of ␣-syn in 10 PSP, 17 PD, and 17 HC and
found higher ␣-syn positivity in PD. However, this
study used antibodies against total ␣-syn which can
show deposits also in normal controls and are considered less specific of misfolded ␣-syn compared to
anti-p-syn antibodies.
Our analysis remarked the importance of the site
chosen for the biopsy as well as of the number
of samples analyzed at each site. We confirmed a
higher p-syn positivity rate in the cervical site in PD,
as already reported [21, 29]. However, a not negligible proportion of cases, including one PSP/CBS
patient, showed the presence of isolated deposits in
other sites, in accordance with the known patchy-like
deposition of p-syn [15], outlying the utility of investigating at least two sites. The patchy-like distribution
justifies, as well, the utility of double samples analysis at each site, which increased the sensitivity of the
p-syn analysis.
Interestingly, in our sample, two patients, one
diagnosed with CBS and the other with PSP, presented skin p-syn deposits. Both patients presented
clinical and radiological criteria supporting these
clinical diagnoses, suggesting a false positive result.
However, both cases had some atypical features,
i.e., a mild response to L-dopa treatment, psychiatric
symptoms exacerbation upon carbidopa/levodopa
treatment, i.e., visual hallucinations [30], and the
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presence of cardiac denervation at MIBG scintigraphy, more suggestive of a synucleinopathy [31].
Indeed, several studies showed a significant overlap
in clinical and radiological findings between PD and
PSP [32]. Similarly, a recent study showed that a
small percentage of patients with a neuropathological
diagnosis of dementia with Lewy bodies received a
clinical diagnosis of CBS [5]. Therefore, also in our
cases with supposed tauopathies a misdiagnosis with
the presence instead of an underlying synucleinopathy cannot be excluded. Another possibility is the
occurrence of a coexisting tau pathology in patients
with synucleinopathies or viceversa. A previous study
showed that 9.6% of confirmed PD had concomitant
PSP pathological features [33]. On the other hand, the
presence of Lewy bodies has been recently reported
in 8% of cases diagnosed with atypical parkinsonism
[34], which is in line with our observation.
According to the prion-like spread of ␣-syn, Lewy
body pathology can occur in a caudo-rostral manner
in primary synucleinopathies. However, Lewy body
pathology can also remain limited to certain brain
areas, as it is often observed in the amygdala and limbic regions of patients with AD [35]. This could be
due to biochemical differences between ␣-syn aggregates [36]. These differences could be also relevant in
the periphery as they could reflect differently on skin
biopsy findings and should be further investigated.
Our study has limitations. First, the diagnosis was
based on clinical criteria and no pathological confirmation was available. Additional investigations (i.e.,
neuroimaging findings) and clinical follow-up were
used to support the diagnoses, despite the aforementioned weaknesses. Without neuropathology, the
meaning of the p-syn deposits finding in two PSP/
CBS cases remains unclear. Our data supported
the presence of a synucleinopathy in cases classified as tauopathy according to clinical criteria
or alternatively underlined that some patients with
tauopathy presented instead a co-pathology [37].
Hence the importance of identifying reliable biomarkers and accumulate in vivo data, relying on
the current diagnostic approach which is based on
the clinical phenotype. Secondly, we included only
few CBS cases. A further limitation could be the
lack of inclusion of patients with multiple system
atrophy-parkinsonism (MSA-P). However, we have
previously reported that intraneural p-syn deposits
were found in 72% of patients with MSA-P, with a different distribution than PD, mainly found in somatic
fibers of subepidermal plexi rather than autonomic
fibers [23, 38].
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Despite these limitations, this is to our knowledge
the largest study comparing in vivo the peripheral
deposition of misfolded ␣-synuclein in PD, HC, and
PSP/CBS cases. We showed that the presence of
skin p-syn deposits accurately distinguish patients
with PD from those with atypical parkinsonism. Further studies including larger samples of patients are
needed to confirm these results.
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